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Briefs

Radiation tested on people Faculty

Weather

U.S. Energy Department ad mits to about 800 experiments

Partly sunny:
Today, partly sunny with a
high in the lower 4Cs. Mainly
west winds 5 to 15 mph. Tonight, partly cloudy with a
low between 25 and 30.

Inside The News
lust for the record:
Need inexpensive holiday
gifts? The annual record
sale is taking place on campus Thursday in the Jerome
Library Conference Room,
beginning at 9 a.m.

by H.Josef Hebert
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The government has
concealed more than 200 nuclear weapon
tests since the 1940s and conducted about
800 radiation tests on humans, the Energy
Department acknowledged Tuesday.
"It left me appalled, shocked and deeply
saddened," said Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary about information she learned only
recently that 18 civilians had been injected
with highly radioactive plutonium in the
1940s to determine what doses workers
might be exposed to safely.
"It is apparent that informed consent
could not have taken place," she said. All the

individuals are dead, although many of them ed the testing and identified five of the 18
individuals. Those five persons were injeclived for years after the experiment.
Learning of the plutonium tests "just gave ted with plutonium as part of work being
done by the Manhattan Project in the 1940s
me an ache in my heart," she said.
Her department released summaries of in the development of the first atomic bomb.
O'Leary directed that as much information
previously secret information about nuclear
tests in Nevada, the amount of plutonium as possible be released on the tests involving
produced and currently located at weapons the 18 people, as well about 800 other radifactories, and limited information about ation tests involving some 600 individuals.
The fact that some tests were done on hugovernment tests during the 1940s and '50s
on humans to determine the health effects of mans in connection with the government's
nuclear program has been known for years,
radiation doses.
O'Leary said she was personally stunned but few details have been available and offiby information she has received about the cials have said the participants always were
human testing, although she said she was aware of the potential danger.
O'Leary said with respect to the 18 indiprevented by privacy laws from disclosing
details at this time.
Scc Radiation, page four.
Recently the Albuquerque Tribune report-

J See page three.
The BC V. ./"..than Wallace

Outside campus
Don Ameche dies of cancer:
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. Don Ameche, the dashing
leading man of the 1930s and
'40s who won his only Oscar
for his portrayal of an elderly swinger in the movie "Cocoon," died of cancer at age
85.
Ameche worked until the
end, rushing to finish his
work in "Corinna, Corinna,"
a family drama starring
Whoopi Goldberg and Ray
Liotta.
Ameche died Monday
night at the home of his son,
Don Jr. He was diagnosed
with prostate cancer about
13 months ago, but by then it
had spread throughout his
body, his son said.
Like the retirees in "Cocoon" who drew vitality
from aliens stranded on
Earth, Ameche's rebirth on
the big screen was a source
of joy in his later years, the
younger Ameche said Tuesday.
"He would say to me,
'Isn't this incredible,'" Don
Jr. said. "He loved it. He always was just amazed by it."

Making Repairs
Gunman kills four on New
York commuter train:
GARDEN CITY, N.Y. -- A
gunman opened fire on a
commuter train during
Tuesday's evening rush
hour, killing four people and
wounding 12 others, police
said.
The man, a passenger on
the train, started shooting as
it was entering the Long
Island Rail Road's Merillon
Avenue station in Garden
City, said Officer Andrew
DeSimone, a spokesman for
the Nassau County police.
Four of the wounded were
critically hurt, DeSimone
said.
"The guy just went berserk," passenger Diane
McCleary told WCBS-TV.
"The shots just kept going
off. He would not stop shooting."
Passengers said they saw
the man fire repeatedly,
then reload his gun and fire
again.
He was arrested after
passengers subdued him,
police said. He was taken to
the Nassau County police
precinct in Mineola.
"Right now, there doesn't
seem to be any thing as far
as a motive," DeSimone
said. "It seems like a random shooting."

Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Charlie Downard makes repairs to the strobe light on the wing tip
of a Cessna 152 Tuesday afternoon at the Wood County Airport. All
of the planes at the airport are given a complete Inspection after

every 100 hours of use, said Downard, who has been working on
planes since 1976.

I1CQI N

care
costly
by Michael Zawackl
faculty reporter

University faculty will be paying far more than they should for
health care when the new plan
goes into effect next year, according to a health care expert.
James King, a professor of applied sociology at the University
of Toledo, said faculty are paying
more because they are selfinsured with a third party health
care adminstrator. King, who has
served as a consultant in the public sector for several northwest
Ohio groups, addressed the Faculty Senate at its meeting Tuesday.
"Your [health care] administrator is paying close to the billed
charges," King said. "[The people I represent] don't pay billed
charges."
King said a managed health
care plan, in which an institution
creates its own system, provides
more medical discounts.
"The deepest discounts are
found in the higher cost hospitals
in northwest Ohio," he said.
"Hospital discounts from 18 to 55
percent can be found, as well as
70 percent dicounts for radiology"
He said a managed health care
system also allows faculty to
choose their physicians.
King said if the University is
interested in pursuing managed
health care, it should first put
together a committee to find out
how health care systems work
and how much they cost.
It is important for labor and
management to work together
efficiently and not argue about
the composition of the health
care plan, King said.
"It takes goodwill on the part
of both sides," King said."You
must do this cooperatively, if not,
you will be your own victims."
Donald Boren, chairman of the
Health Care Task Force, said the
Task Force is looking into managed health care, but he believes
See Health Care, page four.

Hubble half repaired PEG requirement
NASA still cautious about telescope mission
by Harry F. Rosenthal
The Associated Press

SPACE CENTER, Houston - NASA's high-altitude repair
crew installed replacement parts
to fix half of the Hubble Space
Telescope's nearsightedness
Tuesday and then rested before
going out to complete the job.
Even as they exulted that "we
won the division and we are now
in the playoffs," NASA officials
cautioned against taking success
for granted.
The result of the repairs by the
Endeavour's crew should be a
telescope that will live nearly up
to the original promise of getting
crisp images, and detailed scientific data from the faintest and
oldest bodies in the universe.
NASA agency suffered its
greatest embarrassment not long
after the April 1990 launch of the
Hubble when it had to admit that
the main 94.5 Inchdiameter lens
had been ground to the wrong
specifications, leaving the telescope blurryeyed.
"I have to keep emphasizing, it
will be six to eight weeks until we
have the ability to measure
whether we have total success,

partial success, or whatever,"
said Hubble program scientist
Edward Weiler. "Let's not declare total success."
Two spacewalking astronauts
from the shuttle installed a new
camera whose mirrors compensate for the flaws created by the
telescope's misshapen main mirror.
A second team, Kathy Thornton and Tom Akers, was set to install a tricky device that intercepts incoming light and corrects
it before it hits three other Hubble optical instruments.
The mirrors are in a 7-foothigh telephone booth-like box
that weighs 640 pounds. It is slid
into a space now occupied by a
high-speed photometer. That instrument will be brought back to
Earth.
It will take six to eight weeks
to orient the telescope, recalibrate its instruments, fine tune
the position of the new mirrors
and get the photograph that astronomers call "first light."
"Let's all think about this and
let's not declare total success until success is really there for the
optics," Weiler said.
Hubble's guidance and power
systems were replaced during

two earlier spacewalks, on Sunday and Monday.

dropped from
core curriculum

"Every day it's becoming more
and more like 'Can you top this?' by Courtney Gangeml
Mission Control told the astro- administration reporter
nauts as they wrapped up their
spacewalk of six hours and 47
Physical Education General requirements will be dropped from the
minutes.
core curriculum for incoming freshmen beginning in the fall of 1994.
Upperclassmen will still be required to complete the PEG requireIn less than two turns around ments since this decison effects only entering students and those
the world, crewmen Jeffrey thereafter, according to Eloise Clark, vice president for academic afHoffman and Story Musgrave fairs.
deftly pulled out Hubble's old
"After thorough consideration by the committee appointed to recamera like a dresser drawer and view the University requirements, it was decided to drop the reslid in the new one, a 620-pound quirement for entering freshmen," Clark said.
unit the size of a baby grand
The office of academic affairs announced the requirement changes
piano.
after the Undergraduate Council looked at all University requirements for undergraduates and recommended the PEG requirements
When Hoffman installed the be dropped.
new magnetometers near the
In most situations where the requirement is dropped from the Univery top of the four-story teles- versity, enrollment in PEG classes will decrease and then numbers
cope, two sides of the box came will again rise, according to Jean Bateman, chairwoman of the Physioff in his hand. Mission Control cal Education Professional Division.
thought at first of putting a
"The program content may change where students will be offered
"baggy" over it, then decided to more of a variety of courses that are activity generated," Bateman
install pieces of insulation from said. "It will open up a new area for courses that teach the benefits of
the cover of a tool in the cargo certain exercise activity."
bay later in the flight.
The Student Rec center will be available for those students wanting
physical activity and courses will continue to be offered for individuAs each part was installed, en- als who would like instruction, Bateman said.
gineers on the ground conducted
The Undergraduate Council also discussed an informal recomtests and proclaimed that all
electrical connections had been
See KG, page four.
properly made.
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Church also at
fault for abuse
Thirty years after sexually molesting at least 30
children in his parish, former Roman Catholic
priest James Porter was sentenced Tuesday in Massachusetts to at least 18 years in prison.
While many of his victims are relieved he will finally pay for what he did, some said they believe he
should have gotten a more strict sentence. We at The
News strongly agree.
This man destroyed the well-being and happiness
children are supposed to have. He stole their innocence and left them with the question of how to handle a problem far more severe than most adults
have to handle.
This man was one of the highest officials in the
Catholic Church and was given ultimate trust. No
person should do such things but especially someone
given so much responsibilty and faith in a high religious position.
These children and their parents looked up to him
and he betrayed them. If people can't trust priests
and pastors, who can they trust?
Children are exposed to so many crimes and forms
of violence as it is - robberies, broken homes, drugs
and others. They certainly don't need to have such a
horrible act of violence happen to them by people
they trust and look up to whether it be parents, relatives, teachers or religious figures.
The children Porter abused had to carry the memories of what he did to them into adulthood with nothing to be done until now. Many of them had repressed
it and then only years later remembered what he had
done. Some had job, drug and family problems and
four even tried to kill themselves.
These people have e^ery right to want him to pay
for all the suffering that he caused them. While we
wouldn't go so far as to say Porter should be stoned
to death as some of the victims suggested, we agree
more should have been done and far earlier.
By 1963, at least 30 cases against Porter had been
reported, and yet the police and the church in Fall
River did nothing. He was allowed to keep preaching
and coming into contact with altar boys at the church
and then go on to do the same thing at other churches
in the state and elsewhere in the country.
Therefore we believe the Catholic Church is as
much to blame and we hope the leaders will take a
close look at who is representing the Catholic Church
in leadership roles.
We trust and believe that the church will continue
to care about its parishoners and all people and we
hope that, if it hasn't already, it will help Porter's victims - and others of abuse, molestation and rape recover and have faith.
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Respond
Signed letters or columns express the
beliefs of the individual and in no way
represent the opinions of The BG News.
All readers are encouraged to expresa their
opinions through letters to the editor and
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300
words, typed, and contain the writer's
telephone number, address, class rank,
and major.
Send all submissi> s to: The BG News, 210
West Hall.

Columnist bids fond adieu
The end of the semester is already upon
us, and with it has come the end of my position as a weekly columnist. I will not be a
student next semester, so I can't write a regular column anymore. In fact, some of you
will be happy to hear that I probably will not
be seeking my fame and fortune in the
newspaper business.
It's a good thing, though, because I've said
most of what I wanted to say, and have had a
hard time finding subject matter lately. A
prime example would be today, actually. I
wish I had one huge grand, sweeping point to
make, but I don't. But I do have some small,
grand, sweeping points to make.
First, an apology. Usually, I don't address
criticism, because it's not presented to me in
a polite, clear manner. For instance, my last
hate letter began, "Damn you!" But, in this
one instance, I was clearly wrong, even to
myself.
I was talking to a friend of mine, and she
said she hated everything I wrote, which I
am used to, but she did have a very good
point. About two months ago, I wrote a column about Somalia, and repeatedly referred
to our troops as "our boys". This was blatantly wrong, sexist, and insensitive. I sincerely
apologize. There were many women troops
in Somalia, of course, and I did them an injustice. Thanks Megan!
Also, I made my deadline exactly twice
this semester (out of 14), so I'd like to thank
my editor Sherry Turco for her patience.
I have learned and changed incredibly
here at the University. Therefore, I have
compiled a list of some of this knowledge.
So here it is: "Top ten things Jack has
learned during four and half years at BG."
10. Going to school full-time and working
part-time is a lot easier than going to school
part-time and working full time.
9. Never try to call the STAR system just
before the opening time to be the first Into
the system. One roommate of mine did this,
and exceeded his daily call quota before the
blessed thing even opened, much to his dis-

Jack Ihle
may and my concealed entertainment. Our
Lady of Orderly Registration will be ready
when she is ready, and not one moment before.
8. Stay "Undecided Major" as long as you
want to. In fact. I don't feel that you should
have to get a real job before age thirty if you
don't want to. If anyone asks what you want
to be when you grow up, tell them "World
Dictator" and scowl fiercely. That usually
stops any further questions.
7. Most people are quite nice if you give
them a chance. Some people are jerks no
matter what you do.
6. Half of all arguments are over definition. Make sure you are discussing exactly
the same thing. Start with Webster's (sorry
Norm) and then truly analyze the definition
of the controversial concept. Then you can
REALLY start to fight.
5. Only in Bowling Green is it possible to
stand in line to get into an empty bar (Uptown).
4. If you work for the University, you may
have to leave a self-addressed stamped envelope to send your paycheck home.
However, bursar bills are mailed free of
charge. Even if you live in a VW bus and follow the Dead, the bursar will find you.
3. There is some good reason for everybody's opinion, even hopeless types like Da-

vid Coehrs. Some of the reasons are just
harder to see than others. Just kidding, all
Coehrs fans. I wouldn't want to offend
Dave's loyal masses. I'd never get a date in
this town again.
2. Co-ed habitation is the way to go. Large
groups of people composed of entirely one
sex tend to scare me, no matter what the sex
is. Men, when left alone, tend to develop a
locker-room view of the world. I won't elaborate on how women behave in groups, because I have had enough hate mail this semester. It suffices to say that there's GOOD
reason for those "neighbor day" activites in
all-women residence halls. Seriously, I
learned more in my two years on co-ed floors
than when I lived on an all male floor. I think
everyone should experience it for one year.
While I'm on the subject, thanks to my
roommate Flo for putting up with me while I
composed columns (and no, we're not living
in sin!).
1. Always, always, always, keep questioning your beliefs an-i never, never, never, assume that they are beyond question. College
is for remaking yourself, so be open to alternate ideas. Thanks to Kelly, among many,
many others.
Ok, so there's more than ten things I
learned in college. Sue me. Actually, think of
them as bonuses.
la The only things that depreciate more
than new cars are new books. You pay $60 to
drive them off the new book lot, take them to
the used book lot, and they hand you a pizza
coupon.
lb. If you sleep through a final because
you stayed up extraordinarily late studying
for it, tell them you had a fire drill. It sometimes works. Commuters probably shouldn't
try this, though.
lc. If your column is running short, pad it
like a twelve-year-old's bra at her first junior high dance. This works for papers, too.
Id. There is no goodbye, only see you later,
so see you later!
p.s. Though I may bid a mean fond adieu, I
never bid for fondue.

LETTERS TO THE EDITO
Racism ends
when love begins
The BG News:
There is a movement currently
taking place that is revolutionary. This movement is in the
hearts and minds of many people;
it is revolutionary. The goal of
this movement is to salvage our
mental health.
Our mental health is affected
by racism. Racism is detrimental
to our mental health. Racism is
making us irrational and insane.
Racism is an insidious philosophy that has been the cause for
many people being deprived of
their human rights. Yet, racism
is being perpetuated and it continues to damage our mental
health
I say our mental health because, in the context of embracing humanity, for which I am an
advocate, what effects one person effects us all.
The effect racism has on our
mental health is evidenced
through the intensity of the effect shown by European Ameri-

cans when the true history of our
country, The United States of
America, is brought up as a topic
of discussion.
Discussion of the virtual genocide of the indigenous Native
American population evokes the
response, "Those acts were of
my ancestors. I didn't do that."
When the discussion is about
"Middle Passage" and the enslavement of Africans the general response is, "Why can't you
people just forget that? I never
enslaved anyone."
My perception of their affect Is
extreme guilt. The effect of racism on our mental health is evidenced through the intensity of
the affect shown by a person of
color when they say "All whites
are devils. White people are inherently evil." My perception of
their affect is extreme anger.
Love is the basis for embracing
humanity. Love for ourselves as
individual human beings and love
for other human beings is fundamental to the movement
towards embracing humanity.
Racism opposes love. We will

get to the root of racism and
eliminate racism through feelings of love.
The movement to embrace
humanity is a way to eliminate
racism. A person can start to embrace humanity by persuing the
true history of our country
through our human experience,
then assessing what role you, as
an individual human being, play
in our history.
History has been taught selectively to please "white" people.
True history Includes the total
truth of our human experience,
not the selective truth of the
"white" experience.
We are making history by Joining the movement to embrace
humanity right now. We must
start with ourselves individually
and then work through our
system of society to eliminate
racism with an understanding of
our true history, and by embracing humanity.
Rick D. Nash
Hall Manager, McEast

Christmas thieves
deserve coal
The BG News:
Once again, some students of
the University have ruined the
spirit of Christmas. Last night,
someone ran through the ground
floor of McDonald West residence hall, ripping and stealing
decorations of the residents'
doors.
We should be able to hang
things on our doors without
having them stolen or destroyed,
and we shouldn't expect this behavior. By expecting it, we are
condoning it. Some people
around here need to be sent back
to kindergarten to learn one basic rule: don't take things that
don't belong to you.
Just a little note to the McDonald thieves. I hope Santa Claus
brings you a lump of coal for
Christmas because that's all you
deserve.
BethTigue
Junior
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Cable
firm
answers
group
by Ginger Phillips
human diversity reporter
The general manager of
Wood Cable TV met with
members of the People for
Racial Justice Committee
Tuesday morning to explain
why the company has not
brought Univision, a Spanish television channel, to
the area.
Larry Miller said the
company canrlot bring
Univision or any other
channel to the area at this
time because of a recent
revenue regulation act
which passed last year.
"The act requires that
cables operators operate at
a revenue level which is
consistent with their revenue of September of 1992,"
he said. "We"ve cut back on
capital projects. We have
not added any additional
channel other than a broadcast channel that we had to
under the new regulations."
He said the act does,
however, allow the company to restructure its
guidelines for additional
channels as long as its revenue budget does not exceed the designated
amount.
Because this procedure
takes time, Miller said, he is
unable to say if the company will be able to bring
the channel to the area in
the near future.
"At this point in time we're just going to adopt a
wait-and-see attitude," he
said.
Miller said there are
other cable stations which
need to be considered as
well, such as ESPN II and a
court station, both which
are very popular requests.
Harida Fernandez, president of the Latino Student
Union questioned Miller on
why a Spanish cable station
has not yet been added
after requests have continued to be made for at least
five years.
She presented Miller with
a formal letter which was
written to Wood Cable from
the LSU in August 1988.
"I honestly don't remember this," Miller said.
Miller said he believes
the channel would be beneficial to the entire public.
In other business, the
group discussed the letter
which committee members
had sent to University
President Paul Olscamp
last month regarding the
future opening for athletic
director.
The letter was written in
an effort to help ensure that
candidates of color had an
equal opportunity to apply
for the position.
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USG focuses on fees, Grad students
other student issues travel, teach
by Larlssa Hrltsko
student government reporter
As the semester winds down,
the Undergraduate Student
Government is focusing on its
goals for the upcoming semester.
Although the student control of
the general fee is on the top of
the list of priorities, USG wants
to focus on other student concerns such as living environments both on and off campus,
according to Matt Fair, USG
Chief Legislative Officer.
The organization hopes to
expand the role in serving offcampus students, which USG recently created. Fair said.
"This is an area we are hoping
will grow, especially in city and
landlord issues, but it is difficult
sometimes because it is hard to
keep contact with off-campus
students who are directly affected," he said.
USG is planning a landlord
summit with other organizations
at the beginning of spring semester to try to improve off-campus
housing, according to Norm Van
Ness, USG senator.
"The landlord summit will consist of three to four rental agencies explaining to students about
rental agreements and legalities
and then answering any questions they might have," Van Ness
said.
A landlord summit is also
necessary to handle any landlord
disputes students do not know

how to rectify, Van Ness said.
Other plans for improving offcampus housing for students include a student survey to better
cater to the needs of students and
a more detailed description of
housing from the office of offcampus housing.
"When the survey is completed, it will offer USG and
other organizations the chance to
get a better idea of the problems
and then improve the landlord
summit to their concerns," Van
Ness said.
USG also plans to evaluate residence halls and focus on the
renovations of the Harshman and
Kreischer Quadrangles, Fair
said.
The organization also wants to
organize and distribute evaluations about the University food
operations, Fair said.
"The food service evaluation
will be hard to tackle because
there are two different services,
one with the dining lialls and the
other with the Union," Fair said.
"But I believe through Phone
Power [a USG student survey]
we can acquire the students'viewpoints."
One of the main issues of Food
Operations which should be addressed is the pricing, according
to Fair.
USG is also looking forward to
hosting a Mid-American Conference conference - a meeting
with the student governments
from universities in Indiana,

Michigan and Ohio, Fair said.
"The conference will be held in
February and will be a symposium of student governments,"he
said. "Conferences like this can
be extremely helpful through
conversations with other schools
to see what works for them and
what can possibly work here. It's
a great opportunity to compare
notes."
The conference's goal is also to
provide unity between MAC
schools, said Jen Matin-. USG
Senator.
"The theme for the conference
is 'Unity Where the Midwest
Comes Together," " Mathe said.
"The conference will offer more
than just the bond of sports and
will give each school the chance
to gain new ideas and objectives."
Gaining student control of the
general fee is another top priority of the assembly in addition to
improving the Faculty and
Course Evaluation Booklet, Fair
said.
Another important issue of
USG for the upcoming semester
is on- and off- campus safety, according to Jason Jackson, USG
president.
"USG vice president Chad
Luckner and I have set the tone
this semester concerning student
welfare,"Jackson said.

English abroad

by Ginger Phillips
human diversity reporter
Students who want to earn a teaching degree do not have to
travel the ordinary route to get it. In fact, they can travel as far
as Mexico or even China.
Through the University's MATESL program - Masters of Arts
in Teaching English as a Second Language - students can travel
to another country to do their student teaching.
This semester three students from the MATESL program are
teaching in foreign countries. John Lesko is currently teaching
at Chonna Univeristy in Kwangju, Korea, while Mary Katherine
Myer and Gary French are teaching at the University Autonomous in Guadalajara, Mexico.
"It's worked out very,very nicely," Shirley Ostler, professor
of English, said. "They're teaching students at the university
English, just the same as they would be doing here."
Ostler said a program like this one can be very valuable for
students planning a career in teaching.
"There's a very big demand for people with ESL training. It's
a major enhancement for someone with a teaching credential,"
she said. "We have some people in this country who don't speak
English or know it well enough to carry on regular tasks."
Virginia Martin, interim coordinator of ESL testing, said the
MATESL program is a good opportunity for students interested
in teaching.
"I think it's a wonderful opportunity," she said. "It provides
them with valuable experience of teaching abroad within the
context of their masters training."
Ostler said graduating students interested in the MATESL
program need to meet the general graduate school requirements
and be capable of demonstrating writing ability.
"I want to make undergraduates who are finishing their degree aware of this program," Ostler said. "People often think
that they must mave majored in English to come into the program, but that is not correct.
"We're very interested in getting people of other majors because the teaching of English field is moving into other areas.
This is clearly a career choice that some people might be looking
for," she said.

Meat-packing Musical gifts on the cheap
plant to relocate Jerome Library offers CDs, tapes, records for sale
to Bowling Green
by Ginger Phillips
human diversity reporter

by Katie Carroll
contributing reporter
A new meat-packing business
could bring 34 more jobs to Bowling Green starting next year, a
company official told the Bowling Green City Council Monday.
Country Smoked Meats will be
constructing a new plant on Napoleon Road in 1994, said William
Contrls, the company's authorized officer.
At its Monday meeting, the
Council approved giving the
company a 30 percent abatement
on city taxes. The company will
also receive a 50 percent tax
abatement from the Bowling
Green School District for the
next three years and a 100 percent abatement for the following
seven.
The company decided to move
from Wooster, Ohio after its
plant there was destroyed by fire
in 1992.
I'ontns said the company settled on Bowling Green after the
city offered the tax abatement
for job creation.
Sue Clark, executive director
of the Bowling Green Community Development Foundation, said
the company already had ties to
Bowling Green.
"This is a natural expansion for

ings.
Anne Tracy, an associate of the music library,
said there is a wide variety for students to select
from.
"There's something for everyone. The room is
overflowing with records," she said.
Schurk said most items will sell for only 50
cents, except for a few specially-priced items.
"We like to help the students," Schurk said.
"There's some nicer things that are in good condition. People should still be willing to pay a little
more for them."
Tracy said the sale is a good opportunity for students.

Pioneer Packing, another longWith Christmas on the way, students may be esstanding Bowling Green com- pecially low on cash. However, on Thursday, stupany, as Country Smoked Meats dents will have the opportunity to purchase a wide
is one of their largest customers range of music at extremely low prices.
for their processed meat," Clark
Jerome Library is sponsoring a record sale
said. "By granting this tax Thursday, Dec. 9 from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
abatement, City Council will be Jerome Library Conference Room. LP's, CD's, 45's,
assisting two local companies."
magazines, books and other items from the Music
The company's payroll is ex- Library will be sold at special prices.
pected to be $780,000 annually.
According to Bill Schurk, sound recordings ar"Contris currently has 45 em- chivist of the music library, sale items include
ployees on the pay roll," said Col- duplicate and unwanted materials from the music
leen Smith, Bowling Green mun- library.
"They have the opportunity to pick up lots of
icipal administrator. "The facili"There's a number of Beatles' albums, Rolling things within their low student budgets," she said.
ty will bring in an additional 34 Stones and the Doors," Schurk said. "A lot of real
Schurk said in the past the annual record sale
jobs to the community over the nice blue grass items also. I do have a recently out- has been very popular and students have waited in
next three years."
of-print four-cassette box of Elton John record- long lines to get in.
In other business, a complaint
by Kevin Zimmerman, a UniverSTUDENT SHOPPING
sity student, prompted Council
members to examine the fees
SUNDAY
charged to people whose vehicles
Dec 12
10-6 pm
are towed by the city.
Zimmerman told the Council
the city towed his car from Main
Street Nov. 19 to clean the street.
Everything In store
When he went to retrieve the
car the next morning, he was
(with student I.D.)
charged a $10 parking fee, a $25
paperwork fee for reputable tow5x7 pictures with
ing services and a $45 towing fee.
Reg. S 10.00 ro $14.00
Zimmerman said he believes
the fees, especially the paper1 - 4 pm
work fee, are too high.
"With the $25 paperwork fee, it
111 RAILROAD ST.
seems the towing companies PILLS 'N' PACKAGES ISS.
(BEHIND HARD BODY'S GYM)
Ill
RjllrotdSt.
|
MU*4H»4
••*■<:
r«>
have a good deal with the city,"
EVEN SANTA SHOPS HERE!
he said.

TIS THE SEASON...

DOXED CARDS

10% OFF
FREE

Santo

by the Holiday Collection

$4.99

PILLS H PACKAGES

|L HOME FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY & SATURDAY VS. ALASKA - FAIRBANKS!
}y
Come help "welcome" the Nanooks to BGSU!

University Union

LSVI

UUednesday Special
The Pheasant Room

ORE
GMAT

fill Vou Con €ot Spagetti
and Garlic Bread
$4.25
Hours:

lunch
Dlnnner

11:30 - 1:30 ArVF
5:00 • 7:00 M-f

Quantum 90 cord occ«pt«d 5-7 only for on campus students
Quantum 90 cord accepted all dou for off campus students

MCVI
KAPLAN III IIS

Expert Teachers
Permanent Centers
Total Training
Join Kaplan at
Bowling Green
to prep for
spring exams
Start training during break
at any of ax Ohio centers

1-800-KAP-TEST

Elsewhere
page four

Toledo landfills targeted

Reginald Denny's
attacker receives
10-year sentence
by Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - A judge
gave the maximum 10-year
sentence Tuesday to the man
convicted of viciously beating
white truck driver Reginald
Denny and attacking other motorists at the outset of last
year's deadly riots.
"It's intolerable in this society to attack and maim people
because of their race," Superior Court Judge John Ouderkirk
said as he sent Damian Williams off to prison.
Ouderkirk sentenced codefendant Henry Watson to
probation until January 1997
and to 320 hours of community
service.
Williams, 20, was convicted
of attacking Denny and four
Hispanic and Asian victims as
a rampaging mob took to the
streets on April 29, 1992, the
first day of the Los Angeles
riots that killed 55 people.
Watson, 29, was convicted of

STUDENT SHOPPING
SUNDAY
Dec 12
10-6 pm

10% OFF
Everything in store
(with student I.D.)

FREE
5x7 pictures with

Santa
1 - 4 pm
PILLS 'N1 PACKAGES £*_
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misdemeanor assault and
pleaded guilty to an assault
count against trucker Larry
Tarvin. He served 17 months
between his arrest and the
trial.
The riots were unleashed by
the state court acquittals of
four white police officers in
the videotaped beating of black
motorist Rodney King.
The attack on Denny was
televised live from a news helicopter and his battered,
bloody face became a symbol
of the race riots. Videotape
showed Williams in a gleeful
dance around Denny's body.
Williams' lawyer, Edi Faal,
said his client once faced the
possibility of two life sentences plus 47 years. Now, he said,
Williams will be eligible for
parole with four years' prison
time. He was also fined $1,000.
Faal said he would appeal the
convictions.
"The jury spoke. We have
now, I think, closed the chapter," said District Attorney Gil

Radiation
Continued from page one.

viduals whose cases are being
investigated she would not rule
out a possible lawsuit against the
government by survivors. The
last of the 18 died two years ago.
Tara O'Toole, the DOE's assistant secretary for environment,
safety and health, said some of
the 800 tests on which documents
are being assembled were "perfectly legitimate, perfectly valid" but that others were clearly
questionable.
O'Leary said of the plutoniumrelated tests "the majority of the

Sites to be cleaned up to make Ottawa River safe

Garcetti.
Denny testified about the
numerous skull fractures and
operations he experienced, and
said he remembered nothing
about the assault. He recently
expressed forgiveness toward
his attackers and said they
should receive leniency.
Ouderkirk played the riot
videotape again Tuesday as a
reminder of the violence and
explanation of his sentence.
"The court has considered
that this crime involved great
violence and acts involving
cruelty, viciousness and callousness," he said.

The Associated Press

and seeks reimbursement from the polluters.
There are 1.200 sites on the list.

TOLEDO - Two landfills will be targeted for
priority cleanup to help keep hazardous waste out
of a Lake Erie tributary, a federal environmental
official said.
The Ottawa River is so polluted that state officials have posted warnings against swimming or
eating fish taken from it. The river snakes through
Toledo.
The Tyler Street and Stickney Avenue landfills,
along the river, will be designated Superfund sites
within the next few weeks, said Tom Barounis, the
program's remedial project manager.
The federal government created Superfund in
1980 to provide rapid cleanup of the nation's most
polluted sites. The government cleans up the sites

Stretches of the Ottawa River contain PCBs polychlorinated biphenyls - chemical compounds that can cause cancer, birth defects, mental retardation and other ailments. PCBs once were
used as coolants in electric transformers.
Although the Toledo sites will be included on the
list, officials said they do not know when the
cleanup will begin. They also do not know the total
cost for each project.
Since the program began, about 150 sites have
been completed, and the average cleanup time is
eight years, said Fred Eames, an aide to U.S. Rep.
Paul Gillmor, R-Ohio.

Health Care
Continued from page one.

some University employees are
still hesistant about the issue.
"EmDlovees at this University
have not been willing to consider
alternatives," Boren said. "We've
got to come together on [the
health care issue]."

"It's a gross miscarriage of
justice," said John Cager, minister of youth at First AME
Church, a center of activism in
south-central Los Angeles.
"The community sees that
nothing has changed," said
Joseph Westmoreland, First
AME minister of music. "The
only way we could get some
expression is by rioting."

King has served as a consultant
for various Wood County
governments and the Toledo
Board of Education.
In other business, Lester Barber, executive assistant to President Olscamp, said the Universi-

experiments were clearly below the total to 1,051, were concealed
... the standards of correctness."
in an attempt to keep the Soviets
from finding out about them.
The department said it con- Nevertheless, the Soviets all
ducted 204 more underground
nuclear tests between 1963 and along have claimed there have
1990 at its Nevada test range been 1,080 U.S. tests.
than previously had been announced, or about one-fifth more
"They were pretty damn
than officially acknowledged close," said Roger Heusser, deover the years.
puty director of classification at
the department. The Soviet surThirty-four of the tests result- veillance was not always on tared in some release of radiation get. In at least two cases, they
into the environment, but offi- lodged diplomatic protests of
cials said in each case the conta- tests when none occurred.
mination was confined to the vast
Nevada test area and did not afPrivate researchers previously
have estimated that there were
fect workers.
The additional tests, bringing about 940 U.S. tests.

In other business, Senate
ty has decided to add a fourth
health care plan option to the Chairman Benjamin Muego said
President Olscamp supports
three already available.
having a child care facility at the
The fourth option will allow University. The report about the
employees to keep the existing facility and any recomendations
health care plan until the end of will be forwarded to the Board of
the contract year in August, Bar- Trustees for review.
ber said.
Muego also said a resolution
"At that time, the fourth option for a revision of the travel reimwill disappear, and faculty must bursement policy will be on the
choose from one of the three op- senate's Jan. 18 agenda.
tions," Barber said.
"If acted upon quickly, we may
Plan four is more costly than have a new travel reimbursment
any of the other three plans. Bar- policy in place by the end of the
ber said.
year," Muego said.

PEG
Continued from page one.

mendation to replace one of the PEG credits with a required
HIV wellness course, Clark said.
The Western Health 2000 group, composed of various University staff members, wants to bring further education to area universities regarding AIDS and the HIV epidemic, said Joshua
Kaplan, director of health services.
"The University needs to address this issue, because there are
a large number of students who are at risk," Kaplan said.
"Educating students regarding HIV is an issue of importance," Clark said. "Yet, developing a course is one thing, making a course a requirement Involves many resource and philosophical questions."
James West, a member of the Undergraduate Council, said no
one disputed the importance of the discussion.
"HIV and issues related to it are critical," he said.

HOME FALCON WOMEN'S HOOPS VS. MICHIGAN STATE .. . TONIGHT 7:30!
Come take a shot at $300 CASH in Long's Halftime Jackpot!
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BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL1

Office in Cherrywood Health Spa- 8th & High

Falcon Pla

•"Q«p«nd«nHy OwoM 1 00«'«l«d
(tocaied across from Harshman Dorm)

Spring Semester
Two Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished
CAMI'OUT

FOR
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IIOMbLLSS

LUBE, OIL & FILTER
SPECIAL*

\f

ONLY 16.95

|
Chock & Adjust Fluid Level*
. 'WASHER FLUID
■ 'POWER STEERING FLUID
■ 'BRAKE FLUID
I Call for an appointment exp.
112/31/93

Special thanks to:
Wal-Mart
Subway
Delta Zeta
Theta Chi
Merry Christmas & Happy New Year
Get ready for 2001 !
IIOMLLI.SS

Limited number of rooms available at this rate Q M
| Advance reservations required

■

Would like to thank everyone
who contributed to the
campout. Your generousity is
greatly appreciated.

MIL

Includes

'
■

PHI DELTA THETA

l-OK

$24.95
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WEDNESDAY, DEC. 8
HOWARD'S CLUB H,
7:00 PM, $3

per night for a single or double room
■Early check in an late check-out time
•Continental Breakfast
•Coffee available 24 hours

'I'AH
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FEATURING:

BEST WESTERN,

352-9378
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HOMEAID
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Sunday, Dec. 5 - Thursday, Dec 9
Sunday, Dec. 12 - Thursday, Dec 16
Present this coupon at check - in.

General* Amerl-Plus
Passenger Tires have steel
belted radial strength.
Strong durable tires provide
a quiet ride.
P108/80R13
36.95
P1SB/BOR13
39.95
P175/80R13
39.95
P188/80R13
45.95
P185/75R14
45.95
P19B/7SR14
49.95
P30B/7BR14
52.95
P30B/7BR1S
52.95
P21B/78R1B
53.95
P32B/78R1B
63.95
P235/75R15SL.. .67.95
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TUNEUP SPECIAL*

4 cylinder
$32,95
6 cylinder
$36.95
8cylind«
$39.95
MCUIDES: Anolyiii ol ihrMna.
dwging and angina tyttafli pfcn we let
tainB,TU*.»i,P»lpk«,,adjU.1
c<.t««Mo.,lob.ica».,and'o4u.l<h»...
CelnvappoMnient sap. 12/31/93

FORK
GEARHEAD
COTTON MATHER
POGEY BAIT
POWDER
GIRAFFE BOY
GONE DADDY FINCH
SURROUNDED BY JEDS
THE SWEATY WHISKERS

ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE HOMELESS OF WOOD COUNTY.
BROUGHT TO YOU <y WBGU 88.1 FM RADIO miili TEETH (and fcart)

Rent Now For Fall 1994
I
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■
|
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COLUMBIA COURT
APARTMENTS
|B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex |
Close to B.C..S.I

■ BRAKE SERVICE SPECIAL *
■
ONLY 59.95
I • UPtAantONTOIHAt MAKES
■ • INSPECT MAKE HOSES
• INSWCTCAUWRS
| • ADO FWOAS NEEDED
|

■
■
■
.
■
|

TIRE ROTATION'
|
ONLY $2.00 PER TIRE
Co« lor « appointoi.nl «p. 13/31/93

Stadium View
Sunoco
1530E. Wooster

Features:

• Large 3 Bedroom Apartments
• 2 FJII Bathrooms
• Economical Heating
• Fully Furnished
• Laundromat on Premises
• Close to Campus
• Air Conditioning Available

Call us at 352-0717 for
more information.
GREENBRIAR INC., MGR.
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BG can make history Albers' surgery a success
Hoops star has torn meniscus removed in operation;
with win against UDM Clark:
'We'll need extra production'from starters
by Andy Dugan
sports writer

The men's basketball team
could make history tonight
when they face Detroit Mercy
In Detroit, Mich.
If the Falcons win, they will
be the first BG squad to start
their season 4-0 since the team
of the 1974-75 season.
The win
will not come
easy,
however, as
Detroit
Mercy has
won the last
three meetings with BG
Tolbert
as well as 11
of the past 12
games.
"They're an extremely talented team," head coach Jim
Larranaga said. "They are a
very good team this year and a
definite threat. They have a lot

of talent and capability."
Last year's game had Detroit
leading for the rest of the game
after taking the lead with 9:15
left in the first half. UDM was
as far ahead as 11 points with
15 minutes left in the game before BG started a comeback.
The Falcons managed to cut
the lead down to a three-point
game with 3:40 to go, but the
Titans then scored six unanswered points to put the game
away,
"Last year's game was a good
one until Michael Huger got injured," Larranaga said. "Then
we kind of fell apart. They
proved to be a high-scoring,
good transition team."
Larranaga said the defense
will be the key to tonight's victory.
"Detroit Mercy runs the
court very well with some very
talented players," Larranaga
said. "Tony Tolbert is a terrific

player who averaged over 30
points on us last year, and Michael Jackson is also a quick
penetrator. Whatever team can
establish their defense better
will control the tempo of the
game."
This year, Detroit's Tolbert
has averaged 31.3 points and
8.3 rebounds per game - contributing 43 percent of UDM's
total offense. Jackson has
averaged 11.0 points and 5.8
rebounds through the season
thus far.
Probable starters for the
Falcons tonight include scoring
leaders Shane Komives and
Shane Kline-Ruminski. Komives is averaging 18.0 points
and 4.3 rebounds per game,
while Kline-Ruminski leads the
squad with a 20.0 point and 6.3
rebound average.
The Falcons get their court
action underway at Cobo Arena
at 7:05 p.m.

by Mark Leonard DeChant
assistant sports editor

Isn't it relieving to know
there's no one named "Philcox"
on the roster of the women's basketball team?
While the Cleveland Browns
went into the tank when quarterback Vinny Testaverde injured
his shoulder, the Falcons hope to
avoid being similarly affected by
Lori Albers' recent knee problems.
Albers, a senior forward and
All MAC selection a year ago,
underwent successful arthroscopic surgery on her right knee
Tuesday, but will be out of action
for an indefinite period.
Doctors diagnosed Albers with
a torn meniscus, and the muscle
was removed. She is listed as
day-to-day, and will return only
when Albers and a medical staff
feel she is ready.
Albers injured her right knee,
the same one that underwent reconstructive surgery in 1991, in
practice last Thursday.
BG head coach Jaci Clark said
that when her squad hosts Michigan State tonight (7:30, Anderson
Arena), the Falcons must focus
their attention, at least momentarily, on the Spartans.
"When you lose anybody, it's

hard to overcome mentally,"
Clark said. "Obviously when you
lose somebody of her caliber it
makes it even more difficult"
Starting in Albers' place will be
junior Sharleen Hooper, a
5-foot-6 guard from South Bend,
Indiana. Talita Scott will move
into the small forward spot.
Clark said her team will need to
make a few adjustments to overcome the loss.
"We'll need some extra production out of our starters, of
course," she said. "But we'll also
need our bench to pick up the
scoring load."
Scoring has not been a big
problem for BG, which has averaged 72.3 points per contest. The
Falcons, however, have not been
shooting the ball exceptionally
well. Their shooting percentage
in the recent Lady Techster Classic fell below typical BG standards.
"We've been working (in practice) on improving that aspect of
our game," Clark said. "Now
we've got to do it in game situations,
"Lately we've been playing
good defense, though, and our
rebounding is improving."
The Falcons' opponent tonight
sports a 1-3 record, but the Spartans are expected to match up

BG News staff

well against the defending MAC
champions.
The Michigan State leading
lady is junior forward Kisha Kelley, a 5-foot-10 scoring machine.
In four games Kelley has averaged 19.8 points and nine rebounds. Kelley also leads the
team with 13 assists.
"She's a force," Clark said.
"She faces the basket, and she
can score."
Scott is expected to draw the
assignment of guarding Kelley.
Other key Spartans include forward Paula Sanders (9.0 ppg, 9.0
rpg) and guard Christine Powers
(8.5 ppg, 3.0 apg).
Scott needs just 33 points to
become the 11th player in school
history to score 1,000 points.
— Scott and junior Michelle
Shade were named to the alltournament team in Louisiana.
Both players have scored in
double digits in each of the three
games thus far this season. Scott
and Shade lead the team in scoring, canning 15 and 14 per game,
respectively.
••• Hooper, who made her first
start at BG against Texas Southern Saturday, responded with 10
points and eight rebounds.
•" BG has won 26 of its last 28
games at home, and has a 119-30
record at Anderson Arena since
the 1982-83 season.
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...the demand for natural resources
needed to produce new books.
HAVE MERCY1 Detroit Mercy center Patrick Laoy (35) has to pass off as Mighigan's Jimmy King (24)
and Leon Derricks apply pressure. Michigan defeated UDM Monday. The Bowling Green men will try
to improve their record to 4-0 when they face Detroit Mercy tonight at 7:05 at Cobo Arena.
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...books sold back by other students.

CORPS

...your used books and your money.
your books for cash and help meet the
demand for them next term.
Bring all your used books to:

the University Bookstore
Dec. 6-9
Dec. 10

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
fees They even pay a flat rate for textROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
books and supplies. You can also receive
of talented students If you qualify, agMBtj an allowance of up to $1000 each
these merit-based scholarships can |l!nPf| school year the scholarship is in
help you pay tuition and educational |>>^^ effect. Find out today if you qualify

ARMYR0TC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE Y00 CAN TAKE.
For details sec Major Holmes,
Rm. 151 Memorial Hall or call 372-2476

8am - 6pm
8am - 5pm

Dec. 11

9am - 5pm

Dec. 13-16
Dec. 17
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the University Union
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Dec. 17
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9am - 3pm
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Feller recalls how war
interrupted his career
The Associated Press
Each Dec. 7, Americans
pause to remember Pearl Harbor and the start of World War
II. Bob Feller doesn't need the
date to remind him of the anniversary.
Feller was at the beginning
of a Hall of Fame career in
1941. He had won 24, 27 and 25
games the previous three
seasons and punctuated that
stretch with a no-hitter on
opening day of 1940, the only
first-day, no-hitter in baseball
history and one of three he
threw in his career.
His UK) plus mph fastball
spun heads and the grizzled
stars of a previous era offered
some grudging praise.
Then war came and cut almost four full seasons from
Feller's 266-win career. He
celebrated his return with 348
strikeouts in 1946, when he
won 26 games. If those lost
seasons were mediocre 10-win
years - Feller had few mediocre years - he would have been
a 300-game winner, just like
Nolan Ryan.
Ryan, who retired after the
1993 season, was the modern
day Feller, a flame-thrower
whose fastball was measured
in miles per hour.
"I'll say this for him," Feller
said, noting Ryan's seven nohitters, 324 wins and 5,714
strikeouts. "He pitched more
great individual games than
anybody in history."
Left unsaid was the fact that
Ryan's career was undisturbed
from start to finish, unlike Feller's, which had four years off
for the war.
Feller turned 75 last month
and remains a high profile part
of Cleveland, a reminder of
better times for the Indians.
He is involved in campaigns

like the Gift of Sight, sponsored by LensCrafters and the
Lions Clubs International to
collect used glasses for distribution in poor nations. The
program seeks to collect one
million pairs of glasses this
year.
Ball players with glasses
were a rarity in Feller's era.
Now, even umpires wear them.
It was as a pilot - Feller has
flown since 1939 - that he first
figured out he needed glasses.
"I was coming in lor landings
three feet too high or three feet
too low," he said.

That was not his first crisis,
though. In fact, Feller's Hall of
Fame career almost came
apart at the start. In 1937, his
first full season, he started the
third game and was cruising
along with 13 strikeouts in the
first six innings.Then, trouble.
"It was a rainy day and I
slipped throwing a curveball,"
he said. His arm went out, for
the first and only time in his
career.
"The arm healed, but I
couldn't straighten it out," Feller said.

The Bowling Green volleyball
team's Cinderella season finally
came to an end this weekend.
The Falcons were knocked out
of the National Invitational Volleyball Championship after suffering successive losses to Lou-

The Associated Press

The Associated Press
BEREA, Ohio - There Is no
more room for losing if the
Cleveland Browns hope to retain
NFL playoff hopes this season.
The winning must start against
a divisional foe, the Houston
Oilers, on Sunday.
"Obviously, this is a big game
coming up against Houston,"
Browns coach Bill Belichick said.
The Oilers, he said, are "the
hottest team in the league."
The outcome Sunday "is going
to go a long way to determine
where we'll be going with the last
three games," Belichick said. "It
will have a lot to do with this division.
"We've got an opportunity to
control where we're going, but
we've just got to pull it together.
... We're going to need our best
effort Sunday."
Despite losing four of their last
five games, the Browns are 6-6.
Houston is in first place in the
AFC Central with an 8-4 record.
The Pittsburgh Steelers are second, 7-5.
Three of the Browns' last four
games are on the road, including
Sunday at Houston and the regular season closer at Pittsburgh.
The Browns also visit the Los
Angeles Rams (3-9) and host the
New England Patriots (1-11).
In the event of a three-way tie
at 9-7, the Oilers would win because of the best head-to-head

The Associated Press
Bob Feller, shown In this 1951 photo, doesn't need the date to remind him of Pearl Harbor. Feller was an All-Star for the Indians.

isiana State University and
Georgia Tech on Saturday.
Despite ending the year with
back-to-back, losses the spikers
enjoyed a sensational season.
BG, after being picked to finish
in seventh place in the MidAmerican Conference, outplayed
everyone's expectations on their
way to a third consecutive year
of post-season play.

"I thought that we had an outstanding year, especially after
being picked to finish seventh,"
head coach Denise Van De Walle
said. "I wish that we could have
ended the year with a win, but
that still doesn't take away from
our accomplishments."
The Falcons started off the
tournament strong as they
See SPIKERS, page sewn.

BLUE RIBBON PHOTOE

CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati
Bengals need to draft some linemen in order to help the team's
ineffective offense, running back
Harold Green said.
Green said it wouldn't bother
him if Sunday's game between
the Bengals and New England
Patriots in Foxboro, Mass., is
dubbed as the game for the No. 1
draft choice. Both teams have
1-11 records.
"We need some draft choices,"
Green said. "We need some linemen. Hopefully, they'll do the
smart thing this time around."
Three weks ago, coach Dave
Shula met privately with Green
after he described Shula as "the
worst coach in Bengals history."
That was after Shula suggested
that his team, then 0-9 and off to
the worst start in franchise history, was possibly the worst
Bengals team ever.
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Defensive tackle James Jones
said the Browns need to stay focused.
"We know where the other
teams are and ... what we have to
do to get to the playoffs. We
know that if we win the rest of
our games, we'll have a good
chance of getting in, and that's
what we'll try to do."

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

# October Specials #
All in stock photo albums 15% off.
Featuring: 1 hour Film Processing • Black and White Rush Service
(3 Hour Turn Around)
We Gladly Accept Checks and Credit Cards
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Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses
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Open Mon. - Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
157 N. Main St. 353-4244
(across from Uptown)
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The Bengals chose to help the
defensive line with their top pick
in the 1993 draft, John Copeland
from Alabama.
Bengals general manager Mike
Brown has said he made a mistake in not getting more
offensive line help this year. If
the Bengals lose to New England,
they could be in position to get
any offensive lineman or anyone
else available in the draft.
"I think everybody would like
to have the No. 1 draft choice, but
we're not willing to lose to get it,"
said quarterback David Klingler,
the Bengals' top draft choice in
1992.
Cincinnati's offensive line has
struggled this year. But it improved in Sunday's 21-8 loss to
San Francisco, not allowing a
sack and blocking for a seasonhigh 144 rushing yards.
Green rushed for a team-high
60 yards on 19 carries against the
49ers, his second-highest yardage of the season. He ran for 68
against Kansas City and has 388
in 145 carries (2.68 per carry) for
the season.
Last season. Green rushed for
1,170 yards on 265 carries - a
4.4-yard average - on his way to
the Pro Bowl.
After New England, the Bengals play the Los Angeles Rams
(3-9), Atlanta (5-7) and New Orleans (7-5, but losers of five of
their last seven).
Some of the Bengals players
are suddenly feeling confident,
despite the team's record.
"To finish 4-0 would mean a big
lift to this club," cornerback
Mike Brim said. "We're playing
four teams that are also struggling.

Early Leasing for 1994/95

Exp. 12/31/93

HE

It's a familiar situation for the
Browns. They had to beat the
Oilers in Houston in 1989 to stay
in the playoffs, and did so on a
dramatic touchdown by Kevin
Mack with 39 seconds left.
Last year, Cleveland needed a
win in Game IS to keep playoff
hopes alive. The Browns were 7-7
going into the game and were
leading the Oilers until the final
minute, when Houston quarterback Cody Carlson hit Ernest Givins on a 3-yard scoring pass to
make it 17-14.

CINCINNATI - General manager Jim Bowden calls it a dark
day for the Cincinnati Reds.
Chris Sabo, the club's regular
third baseman since 1988, is just
wondering why the Reds won't
make a financial bid to keep him.
"They said all along they'd like
25 Chris Sabos; now it sounds like
they don't even want one," Sabo
said. "I'm not bitter. I wanted to
ride in a World Series parade
with the Reds again."
The Reds said Monday that, for
financial reasons, they would not
offer salary arbitration to Sabo
or any of their other free agents,
including second basemen Bip
Roberts and Juan Samuel, and reliever Jeff Reardon. Tuesday
was the filing deadline for arbitration.
Cincinnati's decision means
Sabo, 31, who made $3.1 million
last season, will likely play elsewhere next season. By not offering him arbitration, the Reds
cannot re-sign him until May 1.
He stands to receive at least a
$4 million salary in 1994, which
doesn't fit into the Reds' payrollcutting plans in light of declining
revenue from television and advertising.
"It's a black day in Reds baseball," Bowden said.
"It wasn't very good foresight," Sabo said of the front office. "Where was their foresight
when they signed Kevin Mitchell
or Reggie Sanders or Bobby Kelly or Jose Rijo? Now they tell me
there's no money left for me."
If another team signs Sabo,
that team will not owe the Reds a
draft pick. If the Reds had offered Sabo arbitration, he would
have had until Dec. 19 to accept.
If he did not accept, Sabo
would have been free to negotiate with any team. In that case,
the Reds would have received a
draft pick if another team signed
him.
Bowden said part of the Reds'
revenue problems arise from
their situation at Riverfront Stadium. He said the Reds and
majority owner Marge Schott
need a new facility that can generate enough revenues to compete.
"There is no question that Mrs.
Schott, Jim Bowden a..d the Cincinnati Reds wanted to sign Chris
Sabo," Bowden said. "It is financially impossible for us to sign
Chris Sabo, and we aren't going
to sign any players to multi-year
contracts because we can't expose ourselves financially."
Bowden said he offered Sabo a
multi-year deal with a raise, but
Sabo refused.
"It's a very difficult era for the
Reds and baseball," Bowden said.
"Middle- and small-market
teams are feeling the heat.
What's happening here is what
happened last winter in the case
of the Milwaukee Brewers and
Paul Molitor. The Brewers didn't
want to let Molitor go. Nobody
wants Chris Sabo more than us.
That's the reality of it."
Molitor signed with Toronto
last winter as a free agent. He led
the Blue Jays to the World Series
championship and was named the
series' most valuable player.
In 1988, Sabo was the National
League's rookie of the year. He
has played in three All-Star
Games (1988, 1989 and 1991). He
batted .563 in the 1990 World Series, when the Reds swept Oakland in four games.
In six years with the Reds,
Sabo hit 101 homers with 357 RBI
and a .268 batting average.

Come Live with Us!

Just add SI .00 to the price and we will give you a
second set of color prints' Offer good at the time ol
developing on standard 3 1/2" size prints from 110,
Disk. 126. or 35mm (C-41 process).12. 15. 24. 36
exposure rolls This offer not valid with any other
offer Limit one roll per coupon. Coupon must
accompany order.
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record. They can finish no worse
than 3-1.
Cleveland hopes to build on
Sunday's 17-13 victory over the
New Orleans Saints.
"We treated this game like It
was the first game of the rest of
our season," running back Eric
Metcalf said after Sunday's
game. "That's the way we have to
treat every game. We have to
build on what we did today and
play even better against Houston
next week."

Bengals play for
top draff choice

Spikers' season successful
by Mike Kazimore
sports writer

Browns in need Dark day
of winning streok for Reds

8th & High - Rental Office - 352-9378
Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa
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Faulk headed for NFL
The Associated Press
SAN DIEGO - Marshall
Faulk's next slash n' dash run
will be in the NFL, not at San
Diego State.
The two-time Ail-American
running back announced Tuesday that he is giving up his
final year of eligibility to make
himself available for the NFL
draft.
His announcement
came a week
after athletic
director Fred
Miller fired
coach Al Luginbill and
his staff for
failing to get
Faulk
San Diego
State into a bowl game for the
second straight year. Among
the fired assistants was
receivers coach Curtis Johnson, who recruited Faulk from
New Orleans in 1991 and be
came almost a father figure to
the player.
"It came to a point to where I
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felt like I wanted to come back,
but with the coaching changes
and the year that I had, I felt
like it was time for a change,"
Faulk said during a news conference at Jack Murphy Stadium.
Faulk said he made up his
mind before meeting Monday
with Ted Tollner, who was
picked on Friday to replace
Luginbill.
"I think he's ready," Tollner
said by telephone from
Anaheim, where he"s finishing
this searon as quarterbacks
coach of the Los Angeles Rams.
"I just hope it isn't a knock on
the new guy.
"I'm disappointed because
he's one of the great players in
the country and that would be a
heck of a way to start our program," said Tollner, a former
coach at Southern Cal who has
been an NFL assistant the last
seven seasons.
"I think I'm a versatile
back," Faulk said. "I could do
just about anything a team
needs a back to do. It doesn't
matter. I can do it all."

Faulk came to San Diego
State because the Aztecs promised that he could play running
back. Other schools told him he
would have become a defensive back.
Faulk was national rushing
champion his freshman and
sophomore years, and became
the school's first Ail-American.
Despite missing nearly six
full games due to injuries,
Faulk rushed for 4,589 yards,
fourth in NCAA history among
three-year players, and 57
touchdowns, second on the
NCAA career list. He caught 82
passes for 973 yards and five
TDs.
He rushed for more than 100
yards in 22 of 31 career games,
200 or more seven times and
300 or more twice.
After rushing for 1,429 yards
as a freshman and 1,630 as a
sophomore, Faulk was burdened with high expectations
entering this season. He also
faced the added challenge of
eight- and nine-man fronts, and
often was kept in the backfield
to pick up blitzes.
APPholo

SPIKERS
the next game and really played Championship game, however
well. We were in complete con- BG still had a chance to end it's
cruised past Sienna in three trol the entire second game."
season on an upbeat note as they
However, the Jayhawks wer- still had to face Georgia Tech.
games, 15-8,15-6 and 15-7.
"We just overpowered Stenna," en't about to be swept as they
Once again, the spikers were
Van De Walle said. "Offensively bounced to win games three and unable to get their offense going
we played great, we just really four and force a deciding fifth as they dropped another threegame.
set match --16-6,15-9 and 15-3.
didn't make many mistakes."
"Kansas really picked up its
Senior middle hitter Nicky
Despite the disappointing end
Mudrack led the way as she defensive intensity in the later to the tournament, Van De Walle
pounded out 12 kills in 15 at- games," Van De Walle said. said that she was impressed with
tempts -- good for a season high "However, once we were forced the team's effort in general and
.733 hitting percentage. She also into that fifth game, we knew with Mudrack's play in particucontributed seven blocks to the that we had to win it to stay alive lar.
team's winning effort.
in the tournament."
For her efforts, Mudrack was
The Falcons, playing with con- named to the All-NIVC team, an
Lori Hilton was almost as impressive as she added six blocks fidence, pulled out a 15-10 win to incredible feat since BG didn't
while also hitting for an outstand- leave them at 2-0 in the tourna- advance out of it's own pool.
ment and set up a Saturday
ing .600 attacking percentage.
"Nicky Just played incredible
The Brown and Orange found showdown against another un- volleyball throughout the entire
game two a bit more difficult, but defeated team in LSU.
tournament," Van De Walle said.
they still managed to pull out a
BG, however, was no match for "It's really a great honor, espefive game win 16-14, 15-9, 11-15, LSU as they dropped three cially since it's a national tour11-15 and 15-10 over Kansas, the straight games - 15-13, 15-8 and nament. To see her win that a15-9 to the Tigers.
No. 1 seeded team in BG's pool.
ward was really a great feeling,
"I think the real difference in she really deserved it."
The Falcons pulled off a big
come-from-behind victory in the the match was that they were a
first game and then carried the lot more experienced than us,"
By splitting four games in the
momentum over to game two.
Van De Walle said. "They had
"Coming from behind and beat- four international players on NIVC the Falcons finished the
ing Kansas the way we did in the their team that really played season at 20-11 and increased
their string of consecutive
first game was huge, especially well."
since they were the top seed,"
The loss against LSU dashed 20-win seasons to five, a feat that
Van De Walle said. "Then we just the Falcons hopes of making a most thought to be impossible at
carried the momentum over to repeat appearance to the NIVC the beginning of the season.
Continued from page six.

Johnson says Cowboys
need improved coaching
The Associated Press
IRVING, Texas - A grim Jimmy Johnson has decided one of
the main problems with the Dallas Cowboys is coaching.
Johnson came to that conclusion Tuesday, the day after the
Cowboys struggled to a 23-17 victory over the Philadelphia Eagles. The win kept them a game
behind the NFC East-leading
New York Giants with an 8-4 record.
"It's not the effort and the talent of the players," Johnson said.
"We've got to do a better job of
coaching."
Johnson wouldn't get specific,
but said, "The coaching situation
will be handled in the areas I
want improved."
He had an iron-out-theproblems meeting with his
coaches Tuesday afternoon.
Without injured defensive end
Charles Haley, the pass rush was
ineffective and Dallas rates 27th
in the NFL in sacks.
It took a 172-yard rushing
effort from Emmitt Smith to save
the Cowboys against the 16-point
underdog Eagles.
"We're not as efficient as we
STUDENT SHOPPING
SUNDAY
Dec 12
10-6 pm

10% OFF
Everything in store
(with student I.D.)

FREE
5x7 pictures wirh

Santa
1 - 4 pm
Dallas Cowboys coach Jimmy Johnson and running back Kmmltt Smith (22) share a stare In Monday
night's win over the Philadelphia Eagles. The two are perhaps grimacing at the thought of the Cowboys'
upcoming schedule, which Includes some of the NFL's toughest teams.

need to be," Johnson said. "We're
not playing as well as I'd like for
us to play. We've got to make improvement over the last part of
the season for us to be a success
in the playoffs."
The Cowboys play at Minnesota Sunday, travel to the Meadowlands to play the New York
Jets the next Saturday, host the
Washington Redskins Dec. 26
and play the final game of the
regular season in a rematch with
the Giants back in the Meadowlands.
Johnson said the Cowboys haven't played well since quarterback Troy Aikman was injured
four games ago in a 31-9 victory
over the Giants.
"When we beat San Francisco,
Philadelphia and the Giants, we
were on a good roll. Then Troy
got hurt," Johnson said. "We've
got to make a big improvement
the next four weeks. We have the
ability to do it. We can still be the

team we want to be in the
playoffs."
The Cowboys won five of their
last six regular season games last
year and hit the playoffs on a
roll, which carried through to a
52-17 victory over the Buffalo
Bills in the Super Bowl.
"It's tough to be on an emotional high every week in this
league," Johnson said. "Some
games you have to win because
you are a better football team.
You'd like to be sky-high every
week, but that doesn't happen.
"That debacle we had on
Thanksgiving has set us back for
one reason or the other, and we've got to come out of it," he said.
Dallas lost 16-14 to the Miami
Dolphins when Leon Lett touched
a blocked field goal, turning it
into a live ball, which the Dolphins recovered and cashed for
the game-winning field goal in
the final seconds.

Kappa Delta proudly welcomes
their newest intiates into the
bonds of A.O.T.
^Kuaanna (Stark

gRntit Pnimk

3|uli;iiiitr (Sal hi

Heather ^Ceitliari

Holly. Hale

gtnrnttt ^3Hattliriu»

Sill Jcrmann
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*" Railroad St.

Holiday Gift Ideas!

BGSU or Greek

Please join us at...

The NTSiV

Holiday Banquet

Mom & Dad Sweatshirts

(fane *7*ue!

*NonTraditional Student Association
Coat donations for the
"Coats for Kids" drive
held by The Salvation Army/
may be put in Drop Boxes \,
at the following locations:

Days Inn Friday,December 17 6 p.m.
Free to members & guests*
Sign-up in 110c Moseley Hall
by December 10th.
Limited seating available!
'Guests nay include up to 3 family members.

Blue Ribbon Cleaners
Woodland Mall
Long's Cleaners
Sanitary Cleaners
South Main Subway
Young's Newstand
Hunington Bank
(downtown)
Cow available for pick up Dec. 1 thru Dec. 23
lo qualified applicants al The Salvation Army
Service Center 309 1/2 S Main SI
You must register at Service Center to receive a
coil Question! call 352- 5918M ■ F

A one color quality printed medium
weight sweatshirt in your choice of
navy blue or ash gray.
7oz. sweatshirts 2 for $23.00 or 1 for $12.00
9oz. sweatshirts 2 for $34.00 or 1 for $18.00

t

7Cid &>

(fat!!

* Also available, Grandma or Grandpa
sweatshirts and BGSU sewn-on Mom & Dad
sweatshirts.
Please contact Wizard Graphics for more
information concerning our holiday specials.

354-3098

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
Chris.
It's almost time for us to make our New Year's
-esoiut'ors as we gear up for Spring semester
This year I'm joining tn« Rec Centers Personal Quest program to help me KEEP those re so
utionsi Weekly meetings with trained graduate
students on issues like stress and time man
agement. f'tness. nutrition, goal setting and
other wo:iness topics can help us have a great
semester Call or stop by the Rec Center
(2-7-MS2) to Sign up or get more info The program begins January 24. 8 weeks before
Spring Brean'
Lee

#1 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise $279' 6
Days' Incluoes 12 Meals A All Taxes'This is a
HUGE Parly* Great Beaches & Nightlife1 Hurry)
Pnces Increase 12* i0' 1-800 678 6386
ADOPTION Happily married couple wishes to
become parents Will oiler lots of ove.
laughter, security, and a bnght future. Call
theresaanflSaiANYTIMf at 1 800 736 2761
ADVISORY COMMrTTEE
ON GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations is now distributing the Budget Request
forms to those student organizations seeking
General Fee funds for 1994 95 This form is
available <n Room 305 Student Services Building The forms must be completed and returned to Room 305 Student Services Building
by 5pm.. Tuesday. February 1.1994

interested in Rowing'
Join BGSU CREW CLUB' Important meeting
on 12 9 at 9pm "? BA No eipenence re
quired
COED
■
LAGA LAGA LAGA
Meeting for lestnan gay and t»seiual mem
bers of the community Even/ Thursday at UCFon the comer ol Thursinand RiCge
Lee.
Thanks for tor.ng me aoout Personal Quest11
called the Rec Center (207482) and tound out
it meets weekly from January 24 to Spring
Break, and I have re choice ot several meeting ornos For one hour each week we will meet
with a tramed graduate student and learn about
fitness, nutrition, stress and Dme management,
and other wedness topics Also, we will learn to
set responsible and realistic se»-tmprovement
goals Good luck with me New Year s resolutions1
Chris
P S It's not too 'ate to sign up Tell your
friends
Personal Quest
Got -oady for Spring Break1
Learn to eat right in the residence hails
Join Personal Quest
Keep your New Year's resolutions'
Jom Persona I Quest
Manage sress before it manages you1
Jom Personal Quest
Set your goals and reach tnem>
Jom Personal Quest
Now semester, new you1
P Q Kickorf m the Bowl n' Greenery
9 pm Midnight. Tnurs, Jan 27th
Sign up for PQ
m the SRC Mam Office

ALL INVITED
ANNUAL CANDLELIGHT MASS
8 00pm. Sunday. December 12
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union
Sponsored by
St Thomas More Catholic Pansh
(door open at 7 15pm)
Alpha Phi'Alpha Phi
Congratulations to Stephanie McVoy on her
recent engagement to Rob Burnett
Best wishes. B>g Julie A Lil Leslie
Alpha XI Delta ' Alpha XI Delia
The Sstersof Alpha Xi Delta would tiHe to congratulate Jodi Vosnick and Greg Lopeman on
their engagement Good luck Jodi. we love
you
Alpha XI Delta - Alpha XI Delta

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
$24 95 PER NIGHT
Sun Dec 5-Thurs Dec 9
Sun. Dec 12-Thurs Dec t6
COUPON REQUIRED AT CHECK-IN
See ad in this paper for coupon & details
Best Western Falcon Plaza
1450 E Wooster' 352 4671

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE & CONFIDENTIAL preg
nancy tests, support 4 mlormation. BG Pregnancy Center Ca;l 354 HOPE
Word Processing - Resumes, Term Papers.
Thesis, Dissertations on laser printer
Ca'.l35?-6705(9to9)

Former Cleveland Brown's
Center
Mike Baab
atM.T MUGGS Sunday

from noon to 3 00 pm

Hang with Baab and
watch the Browns kick some
Houston butt'"

405 Thurstin ' 352 5475

! Campus Expressions I
Dec 9. m the Bowl rV Greenery. S.T.E.P.
Ihosts the las! Campus Expressons of the
semester Once agam.KARAOKE comes to
BGSU From 9 pm until m.rjnight there will muse. FREE door p-zes. FREEmocktails, and
FREE pizza Come and take a break from
studying join us at Campus Eipresstons
■1 Spnng Brea"1 Panama Cifyi 8 Days Oceanv«w Room With A Kitchen' $i 191 Great Loca
DOnl Walk To Bars' Incudes Discount Card1
Hurry' Prices Increase 12/iSi
1 800 678 6386

Full-time Summer Job)
Akron. Ohio. 17 92 hr Must work thru fsll
semester also. Bus. or I PC majors, freight
transportation service. Apply w' resume:
238 Ad Bidg x-2451 (or details. Deadline

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N. Huron
Toledo. OH 43604
1 -800-589-6005

$190 352 4090 Jaclue

Pi StgmaEpsiton's 1994 ResumoBook
Have your resume sent to the
top 100 CO's m the US lor $10 00
•All Majors Welcome*
Hand in to the Mkt Office (rm. 234 B A) or
PSE table n B A by Dec 8

Female roommate wanted t/94 8/94 Huge
room in spacious home 1 mile from campus
$235 mc ulil and wash/dry. Furnish avail dep
Female subleaser needed Spnng semester.
Apt onFrazee ISO/mo.Call352 8921

SIC SIC SEZ
Hey everyone"
Go :o !he Soa1 lor a Chnstmas surprise'

Help* 1 or 2 subleasers needed (or Spring '94.
Very close to campus. Cheap rent. All util paid.
lu-mshed Call Nikki 354-5412

HELP' I need i female subleaser tor Spring
Semeser 1 block from campus, OWN ROOM.
VERY CHEAP! Please call & leave message.
354 2539
Housemate wanted. Non-smoker.
Own room $150* utilities
Call Lanes 655-3084.
Need 1 ticket to Graduation
Will pay. 1-874-2661

PIEASE HELPl DECEMBER GRAD NEEDS
JUST ONE EXTRA TICKET WILL BUY CALL
COLLECT (419) 422-1409 ANYTIME
Responsible, nonsmoking female to share
apartment Own room, free heat Prefer old
er'grad student Please call 352-5471, leave
message.

Hey Everyone I
Sic&cSezGo to the Seal for a Chnstmas surprise1

$$$$ Money $$$$
For graduation tickets
Call 352-5576

— HELP""
I need Graduation Tickets'
W.H Buy m
Call Ted. 353-2318

i female sublease' needed lor Spring 94
House 1 block from campus Price negotiable
Call 353 3536
i male subleaser for Spring 1994
$i6S/mo ♦ uitl. Pnce negotiable
Call Andy. 353-3524

i male sublessor needed for Spring 94. Close
to campus, own room and affordable. Call
Randy. 354-5241.
i male subleaser for Spring Semester. Close

to campus $l55/mo. Call 354-7409

Kappa Delta
Mss Gracious Living
Kelly Adams

1 non-smoking female subleaser need for
Spnng "94 Close to campus iBO'mo plus util
Pnce negotiable Call 352 6825.

Kappa Delta
Sister o'the Week
Liboy Lunz
Congratulations'

i subleaser needed now & Spring semester
Great location
Call 352 8723 or 352 0462 lor info

PC. 486 DX ? 50 MHZ. 170 MB HD. 8 MB
RAM, Modem. SVGA sound card, lots of soft
WOT(1yr old)$'.200 C«l-352-7352

Carty Rentals • 352-0325
Subleasing available
2nd semester

For Rent
Duplex, adjacent to campus.
352 0000
Houses A Apartments' Close to Campus
For Summer 1994 A 1994 95 school year
t 267 3341
Houses and duplexes tor 1994-95 school year
12 mo leases only, staling in May Steve
Smith -352-891 7

Sega Genesis.
Brand new (never used). $100.
Call Laurent at 372-3391

Ideal lor senous academic 15 mm from BG
Ranch 2 bed w/study Garage, no pets. $575
389 6293

FOR RENT
1 ft 2 bdrm apts. available now and Spnng
semester WmthroD Terrace Apis 35? 9135

Jay/Mar - The Highlands - 354 6036
1 and 2 bdrm. fcjmyunl.. A/C. spacious, quiet.
Avail, now Of 2nd sem Start $34 Q/mo

1 bdrm apt sublease for Spring.
Rent negotiable 353-0116

Male Roommate Wanted Haven House Apts
Avail immediately unol end of 2nd semester.
Call Brian at 354-3211 or Aaron at (313)
6755604

i bedroom apartments. Free water and sewer
114 S Mam. Contact Newlove Rentals at 328
S Man Our only office 352 5620

Needed 2 lo 4 subleasers
2 bedroom apt Pets allowed

Call 353 8804

i bedroom apt. ARuDI. paid
Available Jan l. 1994

Now leasing for 94-95 rental season at
R O Rentals. 303 S Main - 354 8800
Yes. we do allow pets i

S32S/mo 353 4709
1 Bedroom Apartment Avail For Sublease
Clean, Quiet. Walking Distance From Bars
ft Campus 354-3043

Wanted M-nt Condition Used Toyota truck
369 8293
Wanted Anyone interested in
organized wrestling. Contact
Jane 35? 5/89

1*2 bdrm. apis., free heal, water ft sewer, washer ft dryer on premises. 228 S. College Call
Newlove Rentals 3-52-5620, our only olfice.

Will pay money for 1 graduation Dcket.
Please call 352-3095 or 661 -8569 (work).

2 bedroom apartment avail until May Pets allowed Swimming Pool Rentneg 353-5727
2 bedroom apartments available lor Spring
Semester Call 352-9302

HELP WANTED

Roommate for Spnng Live with one male
Rent is$i96/month.Good location 354-1420
Rooms avail in BG home Grad males pref.
354 6701 o> 352-1631 (leave message).
Slop in for our 1994 1995 brochures Newlove
Rentals 328 S Mam Our only office
352-5620
Sublease efficiency 215 E PoeRd
$255/month. all utilities included
For more information call 354-6515

2 bedroom house on Ada Ave Avail 1/1/94.
i500«utii Call 353-6962 (leava message)
"Help Wanted"
Typist Proofreader for classified ads
Tues. & Thurs. 1 lam-2pm at The BG News
Start January 10 - TRAIN NOW
"•REQUIREMENTS**"
Computer experience • accurate & speedy
Proficient speller & proofreader
Call 372 2601 lor interview

Sign uptodayl Only twodayelefil
"Doug's Brother"
at Campus Pollyeyes
9 30-12, Located at 440 E Court

Moving Must sell grey ft while Ikea style sofa A
chair in great shape. $60 OBO 352 3161 after
9pm.

Subleaser needed for Campus Manor apl for
Spnng semester. Close lo campus. Own room
Call 3530914

Sign up today to go to Chicago January
15-17th. Cost is only $80 for transportation and
hoiei. only $95 for alt that and a ticket to Night
at the Improv' Visit great Chicago sites such as
Waienower Place, the Sears Tower, the Hard
Rock Cafe, museums, comedy clubs and restaurants. S<gn up by Dec. 10th in the UAO of
"co. that means you only have two days left)
Call the UAO info line at 2-7164 or the UAO office at 2-2343 for details

Call 353-0325 • Carty Rentals
Now renting houses A apts. 94-95 school yr
Listing avail, now. Office: 316 E Merry «3
Pick up listing or we will mail

Duple* for rent al 530 E. Merry. 3 bedroom
Limit 4 people Available now through May 7.
'94 Rent$50O'mo • util (negotiable) Deposit $500. Call John Newlove Real Estate.
354 2260

MACSE1mb.20mbHO
w'MACluggage & some software
$4000 8 0
ImageWnier II Pnnier
wMacLuggage $250 0 8 0
Greal Chnstmas Gift"
Call Ada-n 353 5444

Help' Female subleaser for Spnng 1994.
Si2S/mo •eiec.
Call NOW. leave message 353-7515

St Thomas More
Candlelight Advent Celebration
Sunday, Dec 12
8:00 pm, Ballroom

WANTED

INTRAMURAI.S ENTRIES DUE GET READY
FOR SPRING' MEN'S INDP ICE HOCKEYG JAN 18. WOMEN'S AND COED BASKETBALL- JAN. 18: MEN'S BASKETBALL JAN
19: M.W. TEAM HANDBALL- JAN 20, WOMEN'S BOWLING- JAN. 25. M.W, DBLS BILLIARDS-JAN 31 ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130
F IELDHOUSF BY 4 00 PMON DUE DATE

IBM compatible 486 33 (upgrd lo 66 Mhz)
computer (ZEOSI Super VGA monitor. 4Mb
ram. Diamond speedstar Hi color video. Twin
floppy. 2i2Mb Caviar harddrv. 24pin Epson
pnter (laser like quality) Reliable make, fast &
well kepH2.400 Call 354 4514

One female subleaser to share 1 bdrm. apl. for
Spnng semester $187 50/mo • eiec Free
heat & shuttle to campus Pool ft laundry facilities on site Call 354-2211

Have lun & great food at
Campus Pollyeyes. Featuring
"Doug'sBrother"Dec 8,930-12

HIKE THE GRAND CANYON. SKI COLORADO
SURF IN HAWAII OR CALIFORNIA"
You can do any of these through the
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM!
Get the facts Fnday, December 10
2 30 pm. 3rd Floor Union - State Room
For more details, call or stop by at the
Cooperative Ed Program. 238 Ad Bldg 2-2451

HELPl
I WILL BUY DEC. GRAD TICKETS
CALL ANYTIME. 372-6254. JANEll

Spring Break, Sailing Bahamas on Luxury
Yachts Seven day Island Adventure AH Inclusive with Cabin 8 Meals. $498 Each, Groups ol
6 1/800-flW-SAIL (7245)

Athlete of the Week: Chris Gerbnck
Brother of the Week: Kevin Telepo
Cabinet Member of the Week: George Strata
Keep up the great work guys')'
"Go All-Sports"

Artist studio space Former church structure
Possible living quarters Elmore. OH Ask for
Maureen 862 2735.

1981 Ford Fairmont station wagon, only
67,000 mi. Very good cond very reliable, requires no work, asu ng S950 QBO 354-5309

Sigma Phi Epsllon would like to congratulate Josh Rand on his recent pinning to
ChrissyKin

Theta Chi would like to congratulate
fie Mowing Brothers:

801 A803FiftStreei
2bdrm apt..turrvunlurn.washer/dryer.
free gas heat, water A sewer
Call Newlove Rentals. 352-5620.
our only office

Help prevent a lamily feud'
Sen me your extra grad ticket TODAY
Call 352-9575. Thanks)

Need one male roommate for apt. at 319 S.
Mam Own room avail., free cable and low rent.
Roommate that is there is student teaching so
it is a quiet apt Please call Trevor, Sun. to
Thurs 4pmtoMidnightat352-4214.

The Bagel Line
with your choice ol sandwich fillings
Every WEDNESDAY for $2 50
Prout Cafeteria
2nd Floor Union

• VACATION FOR TWO ■
'cruise to Freoport Bahamas
'stay 5 days/4 mghls
MUST SELL: $350 or be si offer
Call 372-1040

354-2260

1970 Josef Bitterer. Guarnen advanced
violin w boxwood appointments and hard
case $2,250 353 4306

FREE 1st MONTHS RENT'
Wanted female subleaser for Spring Close to
campus - low rent. Please call Rachel at
3536018

Santa Sale
at The Little Shop
Monday-Friday, 8-4:45, Univ. Union

Dec. 8

INTRAMURAL FOPFIET FEES MUST BE
PCKED UP THURSDAY. DECEMBER 16 BY
400PM FRATERNITIESMAYCARRYOVER
IQNLXrSLMI sn n

lCf '."R FOR CHOICE
Confidential Health Care For Women

Watofi for other Greek ctoseouts
COMING SOON

FOR SALE

432 S Enterprise, Apt A
2 bdrm.. unfurnished, $3i0/month
723 Third St. Apt B
t bdrm . furnished. $2987monih
706 Second St .Apt. B
i bdrm.. furnished. $300/month
455 S Enterprise. Apt. B A G
i bdrm , unfurnished, $330/month
Call John Newlove Real Estate

Travel Abroad and Work. Make up lo
$2.000-$4,000-<mo teaching basic conversa
tional English in Japan, Taiwan, or S Korea
No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information call (206) 632-1146
em 5544

Desperately need a subleaser lor 1030 E.
Wooster For information please call 354 0521
o-ca i Deeper at 354-3864

Two days left! Don't miss out!

PERSONALS

Refrigerators & Lofts Available
Spring Somester for Rental
Space Savers

DEC GRAD WILL BUY YOUR EXTRA TICK
ETS DALL COLLECT-424-8970 AFTER 7PM
M.W f. MELISSA

PI Phi" PI Phi ■ PI Phi
Knssy - Congratulations on graduating You finally made it* ni miss you tons next semester,
but well meet up m Cincinnati after I get out ol
here'
Love. Muguet
Pi Phi-Pi Phi-PI Phi

Candlelight Mass
An Advent celebration
of hope and right"'
Ballroom, Dec 12 at 8 00 pm
All are welcome'
Christmas Shopping at the Woodland Mall
Frss Shuttle Service
Sat.Dec 11, I2noon-930pm
Pick up behind Union every 20 minutes

Selected items available for
Kappa Delta. Alpha Tau Omega.
Gamma Phi Beta
Pro Russell Sweatshirts
Reg $48 95 now $25 00
Reg hats $15 95 now $8 95
Reg T shirts $t8 00 now $8 95
Reg shorts $17 50 now $6 95
Reg baseball $19 95 now $9 95

Pecks.
Thanks for a great time Frtdayi Don't forget
about this Friday, too' Good luck on finals
You'll do fine, you study enough"'
Love DG

SERVICES OFFERED
A"ordaole child care m my home between
hours o' 6 am to 7 pm Call 352-8319

3 females leasers needed lor Spring. 2 bdrms,
very close to campus $150 ♦ eiec each/mo
Call 352-6609

Omega Phi Alpha * Formal Proofs
tOSBA WedaThurs.9 10 pm
Pay $1 50 per picture when you order

Anyone knowing the where abouts of BUI
Wilson plaase call Jim W it 372-4753
ARE VOU CONSIDERING NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE FOR NEXT YEAR?
If you have been to an 'Info' Session
Come to a mandatory "2nd Step" meeting.
Tuesday. Dec 7th at 2:30pm. Campus Room
or
Wed , Dec 8th at 7:30pm. Faculty Lounge
Call Co-op Program with questions 2-2451.

JTS
CLOSE OUT SALE

3 bedroom house close to campus
3-4 people S575 00 per month
443N Enterprise*B
(sublease Jan - Aug ) call John 353-2330

Subleasers needed for Spnng -94
2 bedrooms, close to campus,
cheap, will negotiate
Call 352 2038

309 High Street
2 bdrm apt, turn, free gas heat, water A
sewer, washer A dryer. Call Newlove Rentals.
352 5620. our only office.

500 SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES -1994
in NY, PA. MASS. MAINE: Teachers, Coaches. Chefs, RN's. Instructors needed for Tennis,
Basketball. Baseball, Hockey. Swimming/WSlAifeguard. Sailing. Water-skiing.
Wndsurfmg. Lacrosse, Archery, Gymnastics.
Ceramics, Jewelry. Volleyball. Soccer, Dramatics, Equestenan, Fitness. Ropes, Outdoorsman, Piano Accompaniasi, Physical Education Maiors. Etc Upper Classmen preferred
Musi love kids - Call Arlene.
1-800-443-6428

Dauer's Sevving
Shop; K
S17PMrl8t. V*X^
•hone 353-5811 V

Make your own
tacos & nachos
this week at

Towers West

• Alterations
•Repair
•Tailoring
: •Reweaving
•Bridal
•Home Furnishings

Chiklcare, light house help needed by professional Toledo Dad. Live m 1 deal for new grad
{Ed or child dev J Car helpful. Phone
536 9525 Eves. Worn 248-7841 Immed. Start
Earn $1.000 per week at home stuffing envelopes' For information, please send long sell
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises, BOH 67068K, Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44222
E ARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept Ui.
P.O Box 1779. Denham Springs,
LA 70727

Hours:
Mon., Wed., Fri 10:00 5:00
Tuc. Thurs., 10:00-7:00
Sal. 10:00-1:00

Fiesta Bar

Earn cash over the holidays stuffing envelopes. Send SASE to Midwest Mailers, P O
Box 395. Olathe. KS 66051.

Tues., Wed., Thurs.:
Dec. 7, 8, & 9

Help Wanted
1040 hous/wk , flexible
schedule
Openings throughout Ohio
$9 OCVstarimg pay. 866-1726.

Towers Weal Restaurant
McDonald Dining Center

The Pnnceton Review, the nation's leader in
test prep, seeks college grads to teach MCAT
courses part-time. Ideal candidate has great
standardized lest scores, excellent academic
background, and great communication skills
$15.00/hr and paid training. For more info, call
800-347-PREP

Monday-FnoSy 4.30-6:30
C*Bh. F«curh»9«l1 Charge* & Quantum 90
Accounl>Acc»pl»d.

Management Inc.
SEMESTER LEASE, 1 Bdrm, all util
except eiec, 215 E. Poe Rd.,

$340/mo.

STUDENT SHOPPING
SUNDAY
Pec 12
10 - 6 pm

KD ' Kappa Delta * KD
Congratulations to our "smarty pants"
Roche*le Berndt and Jenny Burkey

10% OFF

Management inc.

Stf The University Ambassadors S*/ •
&r* would like to congratulate their ^£
•
newest members:
•
#

Kappa Delta B igs and Littles!
Lovable Littles

Beautiful Bigs

Rosanna Clark

■Viity VVincniillcr

j'.ili.iniK- < iallo

1 orl Bcnniughoff

Holly Hale

Sharon Carter

.ill lorinann

Colleen < .cil>

M.irk' Ku/ink

Carolyn Campbell

1 Icalhcf 1 ''iiii.ni

lern Androonl

Icnnitei Matthews

It.x y Pffcf

Welcome to the Family!

•
0

Maritzia Zilles
Shannon Cinciarelli
Jennifer ColUngwood
•
Deb Eberiy
Jennifer Fantuz
•
Dara Fulton
— Kse Heidi Hartman
£?% Kelly Hunt

Britt Longstreth
•
Denise Moyer
*,
Tricia Profit
Andrea Ross
•
Julie Schwerin
Tracy Stott
•
Lori Vaccant mg$ _,
David Wanner spsgj

1 - 4 pm

(419)352-5800
Stop in our office located ot 1045
N. Main St. for a complete list of
opts, we hove ovailoble.

PILLS N' PACKAGES ry.i..,,
&£
III Railroad St.
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SEE YOU THERE! COME AND SEE WHAT A
VCTO PARTY CAN DO FOR YOU!

Santa

Management inc.

1I

VCTO is having a Holiday Bash!

FREE
5x7 picrures wiih

1
Come on out Friday night. We will provide some spectacular food, so
we need your help to get rid of it (and we don't want to have lo throw it
away).
Check the VCTO bulletin board for time and place and directions.

Everything in store
(with student I.D.)

1 BDRM, 610 N. Main, 9 1/2 or
12 mo. leases, starts at $275/mo.
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210 N. Main
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It'll'-*

till!

HOME AID 1993
presents

1111

tl

352-9951

Gone Daddy Finch
Plus additional bands tonight, 7:00 p.m. $3
All proceeds to benefit homeless of Wood County
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